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Scroll
We love how our Trace chain looks with our
personalised hand engraved Scroll charms.
Each charm delicately hand engraved with an
initial of your choice.
A beautiful gift for milestone birthdays or the
perfect piece for yourself!

£95 - £205

Mini Hoop
Our Mini Hoops have to be the easiest pair of
earrings to wear everyday. Have the classic Maxi
Hoops already? You won’t regret adding the baby
version to your everyday wardrobe – at 1.2cm
diameter, they are the perfect polished hoop and
an essential that will never date.
Why not try mixing gold and silver together
like we have here.

£40 - £100

18 Carat Gold Plated
Lunar Moon
Our Lunar Moon Charm is strong with individual
character, the unique markings represent the
moons surface. The phases of the moon symbolize
immortality and eternity.

£135 - £175

18 Carat Gold Plated
Helix Hoop
If our Mini Hoops are your everyday go to,
these are the perfect new statement version
to add to your collection.

£200

Stamped Bangle

Mini Trace Bracelet

These bangles can be hand stamped with quotes, names,
lyrics and dates to create a beautiful personal piece of jewellery.

A beautiful handmade hammered Trace Chain with flattened oval links.
A classic piece of jewellery you will cherish and wear forever. The perfect
addition to everyones collection!

£130

Each link is solid sterling silver and it fastens with a round swivel lobster catch.

£100

Lapis Lazuli Iris Ring

Halo Ring

Its deep celestial blue remains the symbol of royalty and honour.
It is a universal symbol of wisdom and truth. Its name comes from
the Latin lapis, “stone,” and the Persian lazhuward, “blue.

Our Halo Ring’s are classic, cool and effortless. The ideal ring for
stacking as they sit perfectly underneath or on top of all our rings.
We love to wear ours stacked together, try 3 for the perfect look.

£260

£40

Baby Lana Bangle
There is a new girl in town – Say hello to your new best friend Baby Lana!
Another cuff to add to your existing collection, it fits in just fine with our
Open Oolana and Stamped Bangles.

£120

Amethyst Hope Ring

Signet Ring

Amethysts name derives from the greek word “amethustos” - “a”
meaning “not” and “methustos” meaning “to intoxite”. It is a
symbol of mind and modesty, also the birth stone of February.

Style it solo or amongst your other Renné rings, the simplest
accessory for an everyday edit. Opt for plain and simple, scripted
initials or design your own symbolic design.

£180

£105 - £120

Chrysoprase Iris Ring
Chrysoprase is called the stone of Venus. It is a powerful stone that brings
good fortune and prosperity, it also promotes joy and happiness.

£260

Open Oolana Bangle

Cherish

The Open Oolana Bangle is Renné’s hero piece. It is either already on
your wrist or on your wish list! A must have in everyones collection,
it will sit comfortably amongst your other bracelets like a cuff.

Our Cherish Charm is the epitome of love. Our Scroll Charm has been
hand engraved with an adoring eye, accompanied by a little open heart
and initial U. A favourite for mums, sisters and best friends!

£140

£145 - £255

Trinity Ring

Blue Topaz Iris Ring

The 3 bands symbolise spiritual growth, eternal life and
never ending love. Our Trinity Ring is made up of three single
rings linked together.

Topaz is a symbol of love and affection. The sparkling blue stones
evoke images of the natural elements wind, sky and water.
Blue Topaz promotes harmony and relaxation.

£80

£360

Shop with friends to see our
full collection
We would love to see you, so call in our new shop with friends and
see our full collection. Our Studio is based in the heart of North
Yorkshire, surrounded by the beautiful grounds of Sedbury Hall.
Our Studio is the life of Renné, where our customers are able
to look, feel, try on and style pieces to find a piece of jewellery
personal to them. Buying jewellery can be a sentimental experience
and we want that to be as special as possible.

Shop online and via Instagram
Our mobile optimised site makes shopping online easy, our website
is packed with inspiration and useful guidance. Step into our Renné
world via instagram and see what we get up to, how to style our
jewellery and behind the scenes each day. follow us @rennejewellery

Gift wrapping
Whether a treat for yourself, or a gift for a loved one each piece of
Renné jewellery is wrapped individually in tissue paper, placed in our
branded boxes with a care card and wrapped with a piece of grey
ribbon. In our studio you will receive your items in a Renné gift bag
and if ordered online in a silver metallic bubble bag.

Gift cards and e-gift cards

All of our packaging is designed using the best quality products and

Give the gift of choice with our new gifts cards and e-gift cards,

wrapped with love and care.

available in £10-£100 or custom amount denominations.

T: 01325 728288
info@rennejewellery.co.uk

www.re n n e je we lle ry.co.uk
Follow us @rennejewellery

